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Xuan Kong Flying Star Feng Shui
Life Star's basic characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship,
and a health overview. Favourable and unfavourable personal directions. Bed alignment
directions. Best Floors (for high-rise living). Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying
Stars will affect your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or
office. Life Star's compatibility with other Life Star individuals. 4 Green Life Star. The 4 Green
Life Star character is a scholarly, adaptive and liberal one. You are the most romantic of all the
Life Stars, and you typically tend to be associated with the 'softer' Wood representation of
flowers and creepers.
Qi Men Dun Jia Day Charts San Yuan Method Plotting a Qi Men Chart is a very complex
process. In this book, Joey Yap has drawn up all the 180 Qi Men Month Charts - plotted based
on San Yuan Qi Men Month-Charting system - and presented them in a simplified format, even
beginners to the Qi Men study can use with ease. Now, you can assess and deploy the Qi of a
specific month to gain the desired outcome of your activity by turning to the right page! What
You'll Learn: Comprehensive references of all Qi Men Dun Jia Chart componentsAn
introduction to the fundamental concepts of theories of Qi Men Dun JiaEasy reference on the
auspicious and inauspicious qualities of a Qi Men ChartComplete reference of the 180 Month
Charts according to the Upper, Middle and Lower Cycles compiled in one volumeEach sector
of every one of the 180 Qi Men Month Charts comes with a commentary
The Ten Thousand Year Calendar or Wan Nian Li is a regular reference book and an
invaluable tool used by masters, practitioners and students of Feng Shui, BaZi (Four Pillars of
Destiny), Chinese Zi Wei Dou Shu Astrology (Purple Star), Yi Jing (I Ching) and Date Selection
specialists. Joey Yap's Ten Thousand Year Calendar provides the Gregorian (Western) dates
converted into both the Chinese Solar and Lunar calendar in both the English and Chinese
language - to bridge the language barriers to students or practitioners intending to deepen their
skills in Chinese Metaphysics. What You'll Learn: Comprehensive references for Feng Shui,
Chinese Astrology, and Yi Jing - such as Zi Wei Dou Shu (Purple Star) Astrology Reference
Charts, BaZi (Four Pillars of Destiny) Heavenly Stems and Earthly Branches. Xuan Kong Nine
Palace Flying Star Charts for all 9 Periods. Yearly, Monthly and Daily Flying Stars Charts.
Quick Reference Chart for Advanced Water Feng Shui Formulae.
Reach out to the secret of Heaven While many books have been written on the subject of Xuan
Kong Flying Stars Feng Shui, most of them were heavy on theories or were presented in a
deliberately incomplete manner. Well, that was before Joey Yap's Xuan Kong Flying Star Feng
Shui. The first of the Xuan Kong series, this book is presented in an easy-to-read format and
written in a comprehensive all-encompassing manner that provides reader a wealth of Flying
Stars methodologies and applications, at their disposal.
A comprehensive guide to San Yuan Qi Men Xuan Kong Da Gua The San Yuan Qi Men Xuan
Kong Compendium is a detailed book that integrates the studies and methodologies of both Qi
Men Dun Jia and Xuan Kong 64 Hexagrams. This book also includes all the detailed
references and application methods to the San Yuan Qi Men Xuan Kong Da Gua system all
packed into ONE single volume for an easy read. The Compendium is an ideal source for
committed students, practitioners and even masters wishing to study or teach San Yuan Qi
Men Xuan Kong Da Gua
The famous classic - Purple White Script or Zi Bai Jue has memsmerized Feng Shui
enthusiasts and practitioners for centuries. The script, believed to be originally conveived in the
era of Tang Dynasty, contains the core screts to the practice and interpretation of the Nine
Purple White Stars, popularly used by all Xuan Kong Feng Shui advocated, from ancient days
till the current times. The Purple White Script is written in two segments: the Upper Scroll,
which conceals the secrets Chart Plotting techniques of the Advanced Purple White Star
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known as the Advanced Star Charts and the Lower Scroll which disclosed the intepretation of
the Nine Stars. The Best Kept Secret of Xuan Kong Feng Shui. Despite its unresolved
pedigree, the classical text of Purple White Script has made it to the haloed list of mandatory
classics for advanced Xuan Kong studies. This book is the result of well-researched and
clearly written dissertation on the Script. And for the first time ever, it is made available to
English-speaking readers, making this book a definite must-read for Feng Shui enthusiasts
everywhere.
Flying Star Feng Shui adds a new "time dimension" to feng shui practice reflecting the fact that
the subtle energies present in our living environment are constantly changing. The flying star
combinations make it possible to respond to-or prepare for-these changing energy "situations."
These methods produce impressive and rapid results and can both shorten periods of bad
luck, while initiating or prolonging periods of good fortune. These concepts have previously
been available only from a few untranslated or highly technical sources. Author Stephen
Skinner has a international reputation as a populizer of feng shui concepts for Western
readers. In Flying Star Feng Shui he introduces one of the most effective and popular aspects
of feng shui practice today.
Life Star's basic characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship,
and a health overview. Favourable and unfavourable personal directions. Bed alignment
directions. Best floors (for high-rise living). Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying
Stars will affect your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or
office. Life Star's compatibility with other Life Star individuals. 6 White Life Star. The 6 White
Life Star character is a just, loyal and straightforward one. Like the Metal of the sword and axe
-- that also represents the 'King' or the emperor - you embody prestige, justice and authority.
Life Star's basic characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship,
and a health overview. Favourable and Unfavourable personal directions. Bed alignment
directions. Best Floors (for high-rise living). Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying
Stars will affect your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or
office. Life Star's compatibility with other Life Star individuals. 3 Jade Life Star. The 3 Jade Life
Star character is an aggressive, active, and responsible one. Like the Wood of strong trees
and roots, you focus on growth and movement in pursuit of your goals in the future.
Timing is Everything At the core of Date Selection practise resides the idea of 'doing the right
thing, at the right time'. With Personal Date Selection, you can learn how to infuse positive
energies present at a specific time into any activity you're embarking to have greater chances
of success. From signing business contracts, to moving into a new house, or to making a
marriage proposal - a good auspicious date is nothing but essential to the make-or-break of
these important endeavours.
Flying Star is perhaps the most popular feng shui system. This is the most advanced and
detailed book on Flying Star feng shui in English. It includes: 72 pages of detailed Flying Star
charts. Commentary on every single chart in Period 8, Period 9 and Period 1. The most
detailed Table of the 81 Combinations ever published in English. Explanatory translations from
Classical Chinese. How to use Flying Star with Eight Mansions. History of Flying Star and its
Masters. Full Substitute Stars charts and how to use them. Activation of special chart patterns.
This is the first book in English on Flying Star feng shui which explains how it compatibly
relates to Eight Mansion feng shui, and provides 216 lower kua Flying Star charts as well as all
of the variant Substitution Star (t'i kua) charts. Flying Star feng shui assumes there is a very
real link between the present time, the time a building was built, its directional orientation, the
birth dates of its occupants and the consequential changing luck of its occupants. Contrary to
popular mis-conception, this book shows how Flying Star feng shui is completely compatible
with Eight Mansions feng shui. The effects of using Flying Star feng shui correctly can often be
impressive and very rapid, often within 10 days. Flying Star feng shui is one of the components
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of Hsüan K'ung (Xuan Kong), which is in turn part of the San Yuan School. Much of the
knowledge in this book comes from the Classical Chinese text of perhaps the most famous
Hsüan K'ung (Xuan Kong) Master of the 20th century, Shen Chu Reng and his book on Flying
Star San Yuan Ti Li Tai Hsüan K'ung.
Everything about Yourself is Written on the Face This book takes you through a guided journey
in the ancient art of Chinese Face Reading or Mian Xiang. With superbly realistic 3D-like
graphics and entertaining commentaries, this book is the perfect introduction to the powerful
and immensely useful art of Face Reading. This handy reference is your go-to guide to read
the faces of friends, family or strangers - with astounding accuracy.
A study on the influence of a Xuan Kong Da Ga setup on the relationships of occupants in a
property The Six Relationships Method analyzes the degree of influence of a Xuan Kong Da
Gua setup to a particular individual livingin a property. This Method presented in this book can
also aid the reader in pinpointing the year or time -frame in whichthe expected outcome would
take place. Comprehensive and detailed, the Six Relationships Method book offers detailed
and descriptive introduction to all 384 Yaos and on what different attributes represents with
each line.
A Blueprint for Personalised Feng Shui The Xuan Kong Nine Life Stars methodology refers to
the People component, which allows you to understand a person from a Feng Shui perspective
- how the environment influences a person. Each book in this series focuses on a particular
Life Star and provides you with a detailed Feng Shui guide. This is your basic starting point
towards fulfilling and shaping your attitudes toward key aspects in life like career, romance and
health. Find Out For Life Star Number for FREE!
Life Star's basic characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship,
and a health overview. Favourable and unfavourable personal directions. Bed alignment
directions. Best Floors (for high-rise living). Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying
Stars will affect your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or
office. Life Star's compatibility with other Life Star individuals. 5 Yellow Life Star. The 5 Yellow
Life Star character is a loyal, impartial and authoritative one. Like the vast, flat expanse of
Earth and its soil, you embody the 'middle ground', and at your best you tend to be centred and
balanced.
Joey Yap's "Feng Shui Essentials - Xuan Kong Nine Life Star" series of books comprise nine
individual titles that provide detailed information about each individual Life Star. Based on the
complex and highly-evolved Xuan Kong Feng Shui system, each book focuses on a particular
Life Star and provides you with a detailed Feng Shui guide. This includes the: Life Star's basic
characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship, and a health
overview. Favourable and Unfavourable personal directions Bed Alignment Directions. Best
Floors (for high-rise living) Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying Stars will affect
your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or office. Life Star's
compatibility with other Life Star individuals
Xuan Kong Da Gua Structures Reference Book Invaluable asset to serious Feng Shui
enthusiasts This handy guide compiles all the most frequently-occurring structures within the
Xuan Kong Da Gua system for easy reference by teachers, students and practitioners. Derived
from the renowned classical text - Di Li Bian Zhen (Earth Study Discern Truth) - the structures
are presented in an easy-to-understand bilingual format, with all key terms accessible in both
Chinese and English. What You`ll Learn •The essentials to Xuan Kong Da Gua •Xuan Kong
Da Gua Hexagram Arrangements •Most-commonly used Xuan Kong Structures and
Transforming Structures •64 Hexagrams Gold Division Analysis Chapter Highlights Part A:
Xuan Kong Da Gua Essentials Learn the basic methodologies to the highly-precise technique
of Xuan Kong. Part B: Xuan Kong Da Gua Hexagram Arrangements Study the Internal and
External Plate of the Eight Gua and also, boost your application with information on Xuan Kong
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Ni Zi 48 Structures. Part C: Xuan Kong Groups of Hexagrams Facilitate your understanding on
Xuan Kong Groups by carefully assessing the diagrams and reference charts presented in this
section. Part D: Xuan Kong Structures A study of Xuan Kong would be incomplete without the
crucial assessment of the Structures. Part E: Transforming Structures Be adept with the right
skills on the Transforming Structures. Arranged in charts and tables for easier understanding.
Part F: 64 Hexagrams Gold Division Analysis The dispositions of each Hexagram are
examined to determine their indications.
Xuan Kong Purple White Script The Best Kept Secret of Xuan Kong Feng Shui Despite its
unresolved pedigree, the classical text of Purple White Script has made it to the haloed list of
mandatory classics for advanced Xuan Kong studies. This book is the result of well-researched
and clearly written dissertation on the Script. And for the first time ever, it is made available to
English-speaking readers, making this book a definite must-read for Feng Shui enthusiasts
everywhere. What You`ll LearnAn important reference material for anybody who wants to take
their Xuan Kong Feng Shui studies to the next levelBoosting your knowledge of Chinese
Metaphysics through an ancient Feng Shui studyBringing your understanding and practice of
Xuan Kong to the next levelUnderstand the true origin and the cultural background of the Xuan
Kong Purple White Script Chapter Highlights Part A: Purple White Script - Upper Scroll An
introduction on Growth, Prosperous, Retreating and Killing aside, The Grand Duke and 28
Constellations, 8 Mystical Doors, He Tu and Luo Shu, Replacement of the 9 Stars are
translated. Part B: Purple White Script - Lower Scroll A look into the Lower Scroll of the Script
where various Star Conjunctions are studied and interpreted to uncover their hidden meanings.
Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui is a compilation of stories written by leading international
Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology Master Trainer Joey Yap. This collection of fun, entertaining
and easy-to-read stories provides readers with a unique way to learn, explore and discover
more about Classical Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology. This revolutionary book for the Feng
Shui enthusiast also teaches you simple, straightforward classical methods for improving the
Feng Shui of your home. There is also a Mailbag section, where common and popular
questions about Feng Shui are authoritatively answered. Educational, fun yet practical, this
book will help you see Feng Shui in a new light and gain an appreciation for Classical Feng
Shui in its true form.
Life Star's basic characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship,
and a health overview. Favourable and unfavourable personal directions. Bed alignment
directions. Best floors (for high-rise living). Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying
Stars will affect your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or
office. Life Star's compatibility with other Life Star individuals. 7 Red Life Star. The 7 Red Life
Star character is an observant, resourceful and communicative one. For a Metal element
associated with precious metals and gold, you are someone who possesses a cheery
disposition and a good capacity for extravagance and fun.
A Travelogue from a Feng Shui Perspective With the release of this insightful travel account,
Joey Yap establishes a platform to share with reader the one-of-a-kind experience of his
annual China Excursion Series. With a generous insight into the mysterious and captivating
world of ancient China, where the practice of Feng Shui was as integral to daily life as the use
of technology is today. A step back into time, from a Feng Shui perspective.
This is a regular reference book and an invaluable tool used by masters, practitioners and
students of Feng Shui, BaZi (Four Pillars of Destiny), Chinese Zi Wei Dou Shu Astrology
(Purple Star), Yi-Jing (I Ching) and Date Selection specialists. The book provides the
Gregorian (Western) dates converted into both the Chinese Solar and Lunar calendar in both
the English and Chinese language. It also includes a comprehensive set of key Feng Shui and
Chinese Astrology charts and references, including Xuan Kong Nine Palace Flying Star charts,
monthly and even daily flying stars, Water Dragon formulas reference charts, Zi Wei Dou Shu
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(Purple Star) Astrology reference charts, BaZi (Four Pillars of Destiny) tables and charts and
all other related reference tables for Chinese Metaphysical studies. Essential for Students and
Practitioners of Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology. A complete reference for plotting your BaZi
(Four Pillars of Destiny) and Zi Wei Dou Shu (Purple Star)Astrology charts. Quick Reference
Sections for: Feng Shui (San Yuan, San He, Xuan Kong Flying Stars, Ba Zhai (Eight
Mansions), BaZi (Four Pillars of Destiny), Zi Wei Dou Shu (Purple Star Astrology), Yi Jing (IChing).

Life Star's basic characteristics and how you operate in matters of career, wealth, relationship,
and a health overview. Favourable and unfavourable personal directions. Bed Alignment
Directions. Best Floors (for high-rise living). Detailed guide to how the Xuan Kong Nine Flying
Stars will affect your personal Life Star when it flies into a particular sector of your home or
office. Life Star's compatibility with other Life Star individuals. 2 Black Life Star. The 2 Black
Life Star character is a nurturing, resourceful, and supportive one. Like the Earth of the soil
cradles all of life, you tend to be the patient and forgiving individual who helps others realizes
their potential.
A fascinating and alluring component of Xuan Kong Feng Shui The 81 Flying Star
Combinations offers a modern interpretation of the 81 Combinations, including its 64
Hexagrams, that is suitable for the current times and purposes. An essential reference tool for
any Xuan Kong Feng Shui student and practitioner, the 81 Flying Star Combinations offers you
a complete compilation of forecasts on various life aspects for easy assessment. ?The book
also provides students and practitioners with detailed commentaries and description of each
Flying Star combinations. Now anyone can easily apply the theories and interpretation of the
Xuan Kong Flying Star instantly just by turning to the correct pages of this book.
The deepest levels and closely guarded secrets of Flying Star Feng Shui are revealed!
The Comprehensive Reference to The 100 Stem Formations Joey Yap compiles the most
common and best known combinations of the Qi Men Dun Jia Chart in this most
comprehensive reference yet on the ancient divination technique used by renowned strategists
of Chinese history. This essential reference presents an easy-to-understand format of the
structures of the 10 Heavenly and Earthly Stems and contains informative knowledge of each
combination. What You'll Learn: •Essential and complete reference for the 100 Stem
Formations. •The original Chinese classical texts and their transliteration and interpretation for
each of the 100 Formations. •An easy to reference format of every combination and their
interaction with the 8 Doors. •Excellent reference companion for genuine enthusiasts, students
or professional practitioners of Qi Men Dun Jia
The third follow-up to Joey Yap’s bestselling Stories and Lessons series explores even more
interesting accounts and witty anecdotes to present a casual and light-hearted approach to
Chinese Metaphysics. From Feng Shui to Date Selection, and from cracking the BaZi of a
famous author to analysing the opening dates of Hollywood blockbusters; no particular terrain
is off limits to Joey. What You`ll Learn: •The issues and concerns surrounding the practice of
the ancient art of Feng Shui in modern times •A 'behind-the-scenes' look at a typical Feng Shui
audit for the home •Simple ways to get started in the practice of Feng Shui application •An
explanation of the power and effectiveness of proper Date Selection

A detailed introduction for students and practitioners practicing Xuan Kong Da
Gua Fixed Yao Method Xuan Kong Da Gua 64 Gua Transformation Analysis
Fixed Yao Method supplements the advance study and practice of Xuan Kong
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Da Gua amongst serious students and practitioners. Highlighting the principles of
the Changing Yao theory in Xuan Kong Da Gua Feng Shui, this book explores
each one of the 384 Fixed Yao in detail. The information presented in this book
will help speed up your practice and accuracy of Xuan Kong Da Gua Fixed Yao
Method considerably with its comprehensive references and detailed charts and
tables.
This guide contains all the essential Feng Shui information you'll need for 2019.
Discover the Annual Afflictions for 2020 and obtain an all-encompassing view of
the Flying Stars that impact your personal abode and workplace. With an
analysis for all the 8 basic types of Houses in 2020, this year-long reference also
comes with an insightful commentary to personalize your outlook on the Feng
Shui of your property for the entire year, making this one of the most
comprehensive Feng Shui guide out there. What You`ll Learn: - How to avoid the
negative influence of the Annual Three Killings, Grand Duke, Year Breaker and 5
Yellow Star directions for 2020 - Overview of the Annual Flying Stars for 2020 - A
complete Flying Stars outlook for all the 8 Basic Houses in 2020 - A thorough
monthly room-by-room guide to each of the 8 different types of Houses - Flying
Stars Feng Shui Analysis for all twelve months of 2020 with commentary and tips
on the best sector to utilise for the month
Feng Shui Essentials - 1 White Life Star A Blueprint for Personalised Feng Shui
The Xuan Kong Nine Life Stars methodology refers to the People component,
which allows you to understand a person from a Feng Shui perspective - how the
environment influences a person. Each book in this series focuses on a particular
Life Star and provides you with a detailed Feng Shui guide. This is your basic
starting point towards fulfilling and shaping your attitudes toward key aspects in
life like career, romance and health.
The World of Xuan Kong - In Your Hand One-forth of The Four Celebrated
Poems of Xuan Kong, the Xuankong Mizhi pioneered much of the concepts on
which modern Xuan Kong Flying Stars is built. The archaic and cryptic language
of this classic text no longer poses a barrier for learners. This translated version
provides a concrete bridge for any students and practitioners to enable easy
access to the wealth of information hidden within this historic subject.
Unlock The Hidden Codes of Flying Stars Closing the transliteration series of the
Four Celebrated Poems of Xuan Kong is the Ode To Flying Stars, a translation of
the much-discussed but yet arcane classical text of Flying Stars. An essential
addition to the library of determined Feng Shui practitioners and students
everywhere, this book presents knowledge in Xuan Kong Feng Shui in levels you
never dreamt of before.
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